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Abstract
This chapter presents a recently defined novel combinatorial optimisation problem, namely Gen-

eral Combinatorial Optimisation Problem (GCOP), whose decision variables are a set of elementary
algorithmic components. The solutions of GCOP, i.e. compositions of algorithmic components, thus
represent different search algorithms. The objective of GCOP is to find the optimal algorithmic
compositions for solving the given optimisation problems. Solving the GCOP is thus equivalent to
automatically designing the best search algorithms for optimisation problems.

The definition of the GCOP is presented with a new taxonomy which categorises relevant liter-
ature on automated algorithm design into three lines of research, namely automated algorithm
configuration, selection, and composition. Based on the decision space under consideration, the
algorithm design itself is defined and transferred to an optimisation problem. Relevant literature
is briefly reviewed, motivating a new line of challenging research directions on the emerging topic
of automated algorithm design.

1.1 Introduction

Combinatorial Optimisation Problems (COPs) represent an important topic in operational research
[1]. Subject to given constraints, a COP consists of assigning discrete domain values to a finite set
of decision variables. The aim is to optimise an objective function which evaluates the solutions,
i.e. different assignments of domain values to decision variables. In the literature, the mostly stud-
ied COPs include job shop scheduling, knapsack problem, personnel scheduling, timetabling and
traveling salesman problem, etc. Well-established benchmark COPs (e.g. the OR Library [2] at
http://people.brunel.ac.uk/∼mastjjb/jeb/info.html) have motivated research advances on design-
ing effective search algorithms.

Effectively addressing the extensions of the benchmark COPs with various real-world constraints
and features has a direct impact on improving the operations efficiency across business and in-
dustry sectors. Due to their complex constraints and non-convex problem structure, most of the
COPs are NP-hard [3]. Exhaustive search in mathematical optimisation is often not applicable
due to the exponential search spaces of COPs. In the last few decades, evolutionary computation
and meta-heuristic search algorithms have been extensively investigated and successfully applied
to real-world COP applications.

The increasing demand of real-world applications requires fast developments of search algorithms
with less involvement of human expertise. This leads to one of the fast emerging recent advances
on automated algorithm design in optimisation research and evolutionary computation. That is,
to automatically design search algorithms or solvers which are applicable to solve unseen COPs or
problem instances without the extensive knowledge from human experts. This echoes the recent
fast developments of AI which automatically models extensive human intelligence to address prob-
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lems in various domains.

In [4], a new taxonomy of automated algorithm design has categorised the latest research into
automated algorithm configuration, automated algorithm selection and automated algorithm com-
position. Based on this taxonomy, this chapter further defines automated algorithm design as a
COP with decision variables of parameters, algorithms and components for automated algorithm
configuration, selection and composition, respectively. Solving a classic COP usually concerns a
search space of problem solutions. Automated algorithm design can be seen as a COP concerning
a search space of algorithms.

In [4], a new model, General Combinatorial Optimisation Problem (GCOP), is defined with the
new taxonomy to formally model automated algorithm composition as a COP. Algorithm design
decisions have been defined as elementary algorithmic components and modeled as decision vari-
ables in the search space, optimisation of which automatically composes and designs new generic
search algorithms. The GCOP thus also presents a general model capable of defining a wide range
of search algorithms as shown in [4].

In this chapter, a brief overview of the three lines of research in automated algorithm design is
presented with the new taxonomy in Section 1.2. With this context the fundamentals of the GCOP
model are discussed in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 presents some examples of search algorithm defined
with the GCOP model, followed by discussions on research issues and future directions in Section
1.5. Section 1.6 concludes the chapter.

1.2 Automated Algorithm Design

To design evolutionary algorithms or meta-heuristics for solving optimisation problems, different
decisions need to be made. These include, at a lower level for the chosen target algorithms, how to
fine-tune their parameters (e.g. temperatures in simulated annealing, tabu tenure in tabu search,
population size in genetic algorithms), how to design operators (e.g. neighborhood operators in
local search algorithms, genetic operators in evolutionary algorithms); and at a higher level, which
are the most appropriate algorithms, and how to integrate or hybridise different heuristics for solv-
ing the problems / instances in hand.

In the existing scientific literature, the majority of search algorithms have been designed manu-
ally. Some of the decisions designing effective algorithms have been made online while solving the
problems by adaptively adjusting parameter settings, choosing appropriate operators using some
learning mechanisms. Many other decisions have been made offline with domain knowledge, human
expertise or based on experimental results on testing instances. Nevertheless, making these differ-
ent decisions is highly dependant on human expertise, and presents a challenge for researchers of
different skills.

Automated algorithm design aims to make these above mentioned decisions with less or no human
involvement. In [4], recent research advances in automated algorithm design have been categorised
with the following different focuses and objectives:

• Automated algorithm configuration: given some pre-defined target algorithm(s), to automat-
ically configure their parameters on a given set of training problem instances offline so as to
solve unseen instances.

• Automated algorithm selection: from a portfolio of chosen algorithms with their associated
parameters, to select the most appropriate one(s) based on a set of training instances for
solving unseen instances.

• Automated algorithm composition: given heuristics or components of some algorithms, to au-
tomatically compose them into new general algorithms while solving the problem instances
online.

Although not specifically defined in the literature, these above three lines of research on automated
algorithm design concern usually discrete decisions in a search space of possible algorithms, i.e.
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solutions for the problem of algorithm design. Automated algorithm design itself thus can be
transferred to an optimisation problem, with different decision variables as follows:

• Automated algorithm configuration: explores a search space of different parameter settings of
some target algorithm(s), i.e. decision variables are parameters of certain domain within a tem-
plate of the target algorithm(s). The target algorithm(s) with the best parameter configurations
are applied to solve unseen problem instances offline.

• Automated algorithm selection: explores a search space of a family or portfolio of target al-
gorithms, i.e. decision variables are different algorithms or solvers themselves, in some cases
associated with their parameters. These algorithms are usually selected against a set of features
identified to categorise typical training problem instances into clusters, thus to solve unseen
similar instances offline.

• Automated algorithm composition: explores a search space of different heuristics or compo-
nents, i.e. decision variables are heuristics or algorithmic components of some chosen target
algorithm(s) or general algorithms. The best composition(s) of these heuristics or components
are explored to solve the problem instances online.

With these fundamental differences on the decision / search spaces, the above defined taxonomy
aims to categorise the existing research on automated algorithm design, where terminologies have
been used interchangeably at places. The first two lines of research take a top-down approach,
with pre-defined target algorithm(s) or pool of algorithms. The resulting configured or selected
algorithms are likely to be new variants of the same target algorithm(s) or of the same family of
algorithms. The third line of research on automated algorithm composition takes a bottom-up ap-
proach, with the given heuristics or components, to freely compose usually new general algorithms.

The following sections briefly review some selected literature on automated design of meth-
heuristics for COPs with the above taxonomy. As an emerging topic potentially across different
disciplines, it is challenging to review exclusively all relevant literature in automated algorithm
design. For example, in automated algorithm configuration, tree search solvers [5] have been ex-
tensively investigated, resulting into highly strong solvers winning SAT competitions. Heuristic
search in constraint programming [6] represents another interesting topic. In genetic programming
[7], operations upon problem attributes are considered as decisions designing new heuristics. One
stream of research focuses on solving SAT [8], where stochastic local search and tree search in
a large number of solvers have been investigated across the three lines of research in automated
configuration, selection and composition. This broad literature is not the focus in this chapter,
however, some of the techniques reviewed could be adopted or transferred to design exact search
techniques addressing other optimisation problems.

1.2.1 Automated Algorithm Configuration

Among the three lines of research on automated algorithm design, automated algorithm configu-
ration has been the mostly studied in the last two decades. The target meta-heuristic search algo-
rithms cover heuristics, local search, evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence algorithms.

Compared to evolutionary algorithms, heuristics and local search algorithms attracted relatively
less attention in automated algorithm configuration. Algorithms considered include Tabu Search
[9], Simulated Annealing [10] and Variable Neighborhood Descent [11]. Early research focused on
tuning numerical values [12, 13, 9, 14, 10]. Neighborhood operators have also been automatically
configured in recent research [15, 16]. COPs considered include flowshop scheduling [10, 9], VRP
[12, 15, 16] and TSP [16].

In evolutionary algorithms, different types of parameters have been automatically configured.
Most research concern configuring numerical parameters [17, 18, 19], including mutation/crossover
rate, population size, chromosome length and number of iterations / evaluations, etc. Other
types include categorical [20], symbolic [21], conditional [22], and mixed of these parameters
[23, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26]. Types of algorithms cover genetic algorithms [24], evolutionary algorithms
[27, 23, 18, 21], memetic algorithms [19, 26], as well as continuous evolutionary algorithms [25].
The problem domains concern a wide range of applications, from function optimisation [27, 21, 25],
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NK landscape [24, 26], CSP [20], TSP [23, 28] to multiple COPs [19].

Automated configuration has also addressed swarm intelligence, including (multi-objective) ant
colony optimisation mainly for TSP [14, 22, 28] and particle swarm optimisation for scheduling
and function optimisation [29, 30]. Within the template of ant colony optimisation, automated con-
figurations have been made upon numerical, categorical and conditional parameters. Compared to
other meta-heuristic algorithms, the search space of parameters is usually much larger, requiring
efficient automated configuration methods.

Different platforms, frameworks and methods have been developed to automatically configure
the large number of parameters in the target algorithms using statistical techniques [12, 27,
17, 9, 18, 19], sequential model-based optimisation [15], and evolutionary computation methods
[20, 23, 21, 29]. The mostly adopted platforms include ISAC [31], F-Race [22], ParamILS [5], and
their extensions I/F-race [22] and irace [28]. In F-Race, the automated parameter tuning is defined
as a machine learning problem [32], for which the racing technique is used to statistically elim-
inate poor configurations of ant colony optimisation [22] and evolutionary algorithms [25] upon
training instances offline. In ParamILS [5], iterative local search is employed to effectively explore
the configuration space of search algorithms. Although it is mainly used to configure local search
algorithms in tree search and SAT solvers [5], it can also be used to configure any parameterised
algorithms including heuristics or meta-heuristics [24]. Based on GGA [33] and stochastic offline
programming, ISAC [31], which configures mainly SAT solvers can also be used to configure meta-
heuristics.

The majority of automated configuration is conducted offline, usually upon a set of training in-
stances, aiming to solve unseen similar testing instances. This opens a new line of research, with
regard to algorithm performance, on the choice of the instance features [30], landscape [34, 26], and
the choice of the benchmark instances themselves [25]. It has been shown that some of the existing
ant colony optimisation algorithms could be replicated by automated configuration of parameters
in the defined framework [35]. The new algorithms automatically generated, even of the same fam-
ily of the target algorithms, are superior to those manually designed, producing highly promising
results [9, 21] especially for SAT [8]. Note that manually designed algorithms often require and
highly depend on extensive human expertise in algorithm design.

1.2.2 Automated Algorithm Selection

Compared to automated algorithm configuration, automated algorithm selection has started re-
cently, receiving relatively less research attention. The portfolios of algorithms cover a diverse
range of approaches and techniques, from different parametric SAT solvers [8, 36], specific heuris-
tics [37, 38], meta-heuristics [39, 40, 41], evolutionary algorithms [42, 43] and swarm intelligence
[44].

One main research topic in automated algorithm selection focuses on the analysis and clustering
of training instances according to their features, thus to select the best algorithms or solvers ac-
cordingly for unseen test instances of the same cluster [36]. This follows the same idea as that
of automated algorithm configurations in Section 1.2.1 for unseen instances of similar features.
Techniques analysing and clustering problem instances include mainly machine learning [40, 38]
and statistical analysis [39, 44, 37, 45].

Several frameworks have been built in automated algorithm selection. Population-based Algorithm
Portfolios (PAP) [42] and Hydra [8] have been developed for optimisation functions [42], Boolean
satisfiability problem and traveling salesman problem [36]. During the algorithm selection from
the portfolios, configuration of the target algorithms has been considered at the same time, using
existing platforms as discussed in Section 1.2.1. In Hydra [8], a large number of parameters are
configured using stochastic local search in ParamILS, and configurations are iteratively combined
into a portfolio, from which the best solvers based on training instances are selected for solving new
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SAT instances. In [46], algorithm configuration using GGA [33] integrated with algorithm selection
using SATzilla [47] obtain highly promising results solving SAT instances.

1.2.3 Automated Algorithm Composition

In automated algorithm composition, a set of components or heuristics are automatically com-
bined online to produce new generic algorithms. A main line of research is on hyper-heuristics
[48, 49], which aim to decide “at a higher abstraction level which low-level heuristics to apply” [50].
Constructive or perturbative low-level heuristics are selected or generated to solve optimisation
problems. By searching the given low-level heuristics, high-level methods can thus solve multiple
COPs with the same or adaptive algorithms online. With the taxonomy defined above, this can be
seen as to automatically design new algorithms by composing the low-level heuristics.

Beside hyper-heuristics, research in automated algorithm composition is under-developed. Some
research in the literature concerns components (also called building blocks) for a type of target
algorithms, e.g. evolutionary algorithms [51, 23]. Compositions of these building blocks thus can be
seen as designing new variants of evolutionary algorithms in a more flexible way. In [4], elementary
components of general search algorithms rather than building blocks in evolutionary algorithms
have been defined within a new GCOP model. As a result new generic algorithms rather than spe-
cific type of algorithms can be automatically designed. Details of the GCOP model are discussed
in Section 1.3 in this chapter.

Frameworks have been developed in hyper-heuristics, including HyFlex [52] and EvoHyp [53],
supporting automatic composition of low-level heuristics across multiple COPs [49] including those
in Cross-Domain Heuristic Search Challenge [52].

1.3 The General Combinatorial Optimisation Problem

In [4], a new problem model, namely General Combinatorial Optimisation Problem (GCOP), is
formally defined to model algorithm design as a COP. In the new GCOP model, the most basic
elementary algorithmic components associated with different heuristics and parameters are defined
as decision variables. Different techniques applied to explore the search space of these decisions in
algorithm design can thus be seen as to automatically designing new generic algorithms for solving
the problems under consideration online. The resulting optimised compositions of basic algorithmic
components thus represent new generic search algorithms automatically designed.

Definition of the GCOP [4]

The General Combinatorial Optimisation Problem (GCOP) is a combinatorial optimisation
problem, where decision variables take domain values from a finite set A of algorithmic components
a ∈ A. The solution space of GCOP, C, consists of algorithmic compositions c upon the decision
variables a. The objective function of GCOP, F (c)→ R, c ∈ C, measures the performance of c for
solving p, the optimisation problem(s) under consideration.

In problem p, the decision variables take values from a finite set of problem-specific values. The
solution space S of p consists of the direct solutions s obtained by corresponding algorithmic com-
positions c, i.e. c→ s. The objective function f(s)→ R evaluates s ∈ S for p. The problem p could
be extended to other optimisation problems including continuous optimisation, multi-objective op-
timisation problems, etc.

Objective Functions of the GCOP

Let M be a mapping function M : f(s) → F (c), i.e. each algorithmic composition c for GCOP
maps to solutions s for p, i.e. c → s, thus the generation of s reflects the performance of c. The
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objective of GCOP is to search for the optimal c∗ ∈ C which produces the optimal s∗ ∈ S for p,
so that F (c∗) is optimised, as defined in Objective (1.1).

F (c∗|c∗ → s∗)← f(s∗) = min(f(s)) (1.1)

Objective (1.1) can be extended to measure various aspects of c, e.g. the performance of c for
solving multiple p, computational time of c and short-short gain of c, etc. to provide informed
search for the GCOP.

Domains of Decision Variables in the GCOP

In [4], a domain A1.0 has been established with a set of most basic and elementary algorithmic
components a of two categories, namely operators A1.0_o and acceptance criteria A1.0_a, each
with their associated heuristic and parameters. This provides a general algorithm design model
for automatically designing a large number of existing meta-heuristics in the literature, i.e. local
search algorithms and selection hyper-heuristics. The GCOP can be extended in different ways to
sustain advanced research in automated algorithm design. For experienced users, the domain A can
be extended with user defined components for different problems under consideration as shown in
[4]. Research is ongoing to extend the elementary components to define and automatically design
other main types of meta-heuristics, i.e. population-based algorithms.

The basic idea of the GCOP is to breakdown search algorithms into a set of elementary com-
ponents, which are modularised into general operators associated with different heuristics, as the
decision variables. In the existing literature, these elementary components are quite often "hard-
wired" manually into integrated or compound operators or heuristics using human expertise. The
idea with the GCOP is that the most basic elementary components can thus be freely optimised to
automatically generate new generic algorithms which significantly expand the scope that human
experts may not be able to explore. In [4] it has been demonstrated that many of the selection
hyper-heuristics can be defined using the unified GCOP model. Section 1.4 presents more examples
of existing search algorithms in the literature defined using A1.0 in the GCOP model.

Search Spaces in the GCOP

The search space C for GCOP consists of all possible compositions c ∈ C. It is fundamentally
different from that of S for p, which consists of all possible problem solutions s ∈ S. The encodings
of c and s are different, upon which different techniques or methods could be applied to analyse
and explore the search spaces of different characteristics. The search space of c is usually of a much
lower dimension compared to s which depends on the specific p, and has a different upper bound.
Furthermore, the objective function of the GCOP, i.e. performance of c, can be more than just the
direct evaluation of s for p.

The concept of two search spaces has been firstly analysed in [54] in the context of hyper-heuristics
[49], where high level methods explore the search space of general or problem-specific low-level
heuristics, which are then applied to solve the problems online. This concept is generalised in the
GCOP to model algorithm design. The search space on decisions of algorithm design is explored at
a higher level, leading to the best compositions of algorithmic components addressing the problems
in hand. In other words, the GCOP can be seen as modelling the problem of algorithm design as
a COP at a higher level.

The underlying theory of the GCOP model is fundamentally different from that of hyper-heuristics,
where the low-level heuristics are designed and selected manually by human experts. In another
word, many of the low-level heuristics can be seen as specific or compound heuristics integrating
subsets of the elementary components as modelled in the GCOP. The idea of hyper-heuristics which
search upon these specific low-level heuristics to solve COPs is fundamentally different from that
of GCOP, which is upon elementary algorithmic components to support evolving fundamentally
new generic algorithms modelled in a search space.

Along with the advances in evolutionary computation, different frameworks, platforms and toolkits
have been established, supporting fast development of algorithms with certain consistency. How-
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ever, there is a lack of certain standard in the optimisation research community [55]. The GCOP
provides a new standard which formulates various search algorithms in a unified model with the
most basic elementary algorithmic components. Such standard can thus support systematic investi-
gations within coherent frameworks to gain insights in automated algorithm design. To sustain such
research advances, the latest developments and resources have been made available at a dedicated
GCOP web site at https://sites.google.com/view/general-cop.

1.4 Search Algorithms Defined with the GCOP Model

In [4], with the basic elementary operators A1.0_o and general acceptance criteria A1.0_a in A1.0,
various selection hyper-heuristics for solving vehicle routing problems (VRP) and nurse rostering
problems (NRP) have been defined with the GCOP model. The unified GCOP model supports in-
sightful analysis across different search algorithms for the two COPs. For example, it was observed
that a subset of the basic a ∈ A1.0 is enough to design a large number of selection hyper-heuristics
for solving VRP variants of different constraints. Among them the mostly used operators include
swap, interchange or k-opt. Some of the operators used can be seen as compound operators, com-
bining more than one a ∈ A1.0.

With the GCOP model, analysis on a ∈ A1.0 adopted in selection hyper-heuristics for NRP and
VRP leads to interesting findings [4]. On the one hand, various acceptance criteria a ∈ A1.0_a have
been studied for NRP, which is not the case for VRP. This may be due to the highly constrained
nature of NRP, requiring complicated constraint handling techniques. On the other hand, most of
the NRP algorithms can be formulated using operators a ∈ A1.0_o, while for VRP problem-specific
operators often needed to extend A1.0_o. This may be due to the fixed solution structure in NRP,
where shifts can be easily exchanged on the same days; while the variable solution structure in
VRP, i.e. different lengths of the routes for each vehicle, calls for effective problem-specific opera-
tors addressing different problem features in the wide range of variants.

In this chapter, Table 1.1 presents more selected examples of various local search algorithms defined
using subsets of A1.0 in the GCOP. In the literature, a large amount of advanced algorithms have
been developed with different mechanisms, enhancing the basic variants as shown in Table 1.1. For
example, learning has been recently integrated in evolutionary computation and meta-heuristics,
greatly improving algorithm performance. Of course, domain knowledge usually significantly im-
proves the efficiency of search algorithms, however, usually at the cost of computational expenses
and or human expertise, thus reduces the generality of the algorithms in real-world applications.

Table 1.1 Examples of Local Search Algorithms Defined in GCOP

Algorithm c o ∈ A1.0 and a ∈ A1.0 used to define algorithm c

Greedy local search Different operators with aoi(n): only the best out of n neighbors is accepted. n can be
(GLS) set as a fixed or variable value.
GLS variant 1 With aoi(n), oxchg(k,m,h1w), where values of k and m decision variables selected by

heuristic h1w in two parts of a solution s are swapped.
GLS variant 2 With aoi(n), ochg(k,h1w,h1b), k decision variables selected by h1w are changed using

heuristic h1b.
Tabu Search (TS) Different operators with atabu(n,l): the best out of n neighbors and not in the tabu list

is accepted,. l (tabu length) and n are set as a fixed or variable value.
TS variant 1 With atabu(n,l), oxchg(k,m,h1w) or ochg(k,h1w,h1b) as defined above.
TS variant 2 With atabu(n,l), oins(k,h1w,h1b), where k decision variables selected by h1w are inserted

to another position in solution s selection by h1b.
Simulated Annealing Different operators with agd(n,t,r): worse solutions sampled from n neighbors are
(SA) accepted by a probability subject to a temperature t decreased at rate r. Better solutions

are always accepted.
SA variant 1 With agd(n,t,r), oxchg(k,m,h1w) or ochg(k,h1w,h1b) as defined above.
SA variant 2 With agd(n,t,r), orr(k,h1w,h1b), where values of a section of k decision variables in

solution s selected by h1w are removed, and then reassigned using h1b.
Variable Neighborhood aoi(n) with more than one operator as above
Search (VNS)
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In the literature, it is not always clear how some decisions in algorithm design have been made.
For example, the acceptance criteria A1.0_a or the number of n neighbors explored in local search
algorithms is not always clearly specified. This led to some ambiguity in reproducing the published
algorithms. With the consistent modular components with parametric and heuristic settings in the
GCOP standard, these details can be clearly defined with a ∈ A, sustaining consistent research
findings reported in the literature.

1.5 Challenges in Automated Algorithm Design with the GCOP

The search space of the GCOP as a COP increases exponentially with A. Identifying a single best
a ∈ A1.0, i.e. using a single algorithmic component with the best parametric settings, to design
algorithms as shown in Table 1.1 might be manageable using advanced computational techniques.
However, the exponential search space of algorithmic compositions freely composed upon different
a ∈ A is a challenging research issue as that for COPs in optimisation research. In other words,
those manually designed algorithms in Table 1.1, i.e. component repeatedly called in a search al-
gorithm, represent only a small subset of C, i.e. combinations of different components called in a
search algorithm. This presents a new challenge to evolutionary computation and computational
intelligence.

With the advances in automated algorithm design, new algorithms generated are likely to be highly
different from those manually designed. In other words, many of the existing algorithms designed
by human experts are subsets of the search space of algorithm design. This newly identified al-
gorithms provide an interesting subject of research and new challenges across different disciplines
including artificial intelligence, evolutionary computation, and machine learning.

The GCOP model provides a new standard to formulate various search algorithms, and also serves
a consistent data structure to collect, store and process data of algorithm design for potential
knowledge discovery using machine learning. Statistical methods have been used to identify com-
pact subset of low-level heuristics in hyper-heuristics towards building general effective methods
[56]. Further systematic analysis using machine learning with standards like the GCOP may reveal
new knowledge such as behaviours and speed of algorithmic components and synergy between the
basic components, etc. The new standard bridging search algorithms in optimisation and machine
learning in artificial intelligence potentially contributes to a significantly improved understanding
on effective search algorithms.

Heuristic search algorithms have been criticised with lacking theoretical fundamentals, replying on
experience to solve problems where exhaustive search is not realistic. Most established heuristic
search algorithms and frameworks in the literature are defined descriptively, lacking a fundamen-
tally consistent structure and standard. As a result, although numerous algorithms have been
manually designed in optimisation research, the rich but scattered experience is difficult to model
and reuse. The novel GCOP model supports the establishment of a new standard to retain such
knowledge into structured optimised general components as the training data for machine learning
to sustain data-driven automated design of new algorithms.

Recent research advances in automated algorithm design made some progress on the generality
[48, 22] and reusability of algorithms, however, much more needs to be done to significantly reduce
human expertise and development barriers. In automated algorithm configuration and selection,
existing research has aimed to reuse the configured or selected algorithms upon training instances
for solving unseen problems or instances categorised by similar problem features identified [36, 42].
In automated algorithm composition, hyper-heuristics have been developed to address cross-domain
COPs [57]. Assessment method [58] has also been proposed to evaluate the generality, rather than
the optimality, of search algorithms. The scope of generality and reusability, subject to the No Free
Lunch Theorems [59], presents a challenging and interesting theoretical issue to the optimisation
research community. Collaborative research across disciplines is needed, especially with recent
advances in machine learning, to reveal new knowledge transferable to solve different optimisation
algorithms thus to enhance the reusability and generality of search algorithms.
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1.6 Conclusions

With the advanced research in evolutionary computation and optimisation research, a large num-
ber of meta-heuristics and evolutionary algorithms have been designed in scientific literature for
solving benchmark and real-world combinatorial optimisation problems (COPs). The extensive
knowledge on algorithm design led to the emerging new challenges on automated algorithm design.

This chapter discusses a recently proposed new taxonomy on automated algorithm design, which
categorises research into automated algorithm configuration, selection and composition, concerning
a search space of algorithm parameters, a portfolio of algorithms, and algorithmic components or
heuristics, respectively. A recently defined new model, the General Combinatorial Optimisation
Problem (GCOP), is discussed, where the design of search algorithms itself is transferred and de-
fined as a COP upon elementary components, automated compositions of which evolve new generic
algorithms which may be difficult to design manually.

The novel GCOP opens a new line of interesting research directions in optimisation research. In
addition to extending the GCOP domain with more algorithmic components to define population-
based algorithms, the objective function can be also extended to measure the generality, reusabil-
ity and computational time of the newly evolved algorithms. The new automatically designed
algorithms may introduce new knowledge on algorithm design in the literature for solving other
optimisation problems including continuous optimisation problems and multi-objective optimisa-
tion problems. Further investigations on the emerging topic of automated algorithm design will
stimulate more advances in evolutionary computation and optimisation research.
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